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SOUNDSCAPE

began walking down the sidewalk. He saw that he was on the edge of

the neighborhood looked much as it did back then—a low-key mix of
working-class grit and artistic creativity. Cargo pants and ripped jeans
appeared to be the local fashion of choice, topped by oversized sweatAs far as Blake could see, there were no police around. Chilled
from the rain and conscious of how his Matlock-issue button-down
shirt stuck out in the world of grunge, he ducked into a thrift shop and
shelled out a few dollars for a gray University of Washington sweatSpace Needle a half-dozen blocks away.
waiting for him at the old tourist attraction with open arms, but the
pavement around the structure was wet and empty. Disappointed, he

windows. From what Blake could hear, all the famous Seattle-area
groups were prominently featured: At least a dozen bands were channeling Nirvana or Pearl Jam, and he was also picking up snatches of
Francisco, many of the people seemed aloof or downright hostile, but
ulist uprising were plastered on virtually every wall and lamppost, and
collecting signatures for petitions.
In one small square, a woman stood on a milk crate giving an imdollars out of the middle-class service sector,” she screamed, “and
what are they doing with it? Putting it into transnational companies
that pay no taxes, and speculating in the markets with their super-

Come as You Are
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of us poorer and poorer! Why? So we can be hired by them for next
to nothing! Listen to me, Seattle, when I tell you that their collective
boats and houses and private planes are temples to a religion of greed!
Meanwhile we, the non-rich, stand here exposed to the rising waters
and growing heat—the heat they refuse to do anything about, as they
It was actually a decent summary of the Leveler philosophy,
thought Blake, as he listened to the crowd murmuring agreement.
Heading down the street, he came on a group staging an impromptu
demonstration outside a second-hand music store, chanting the same
they were protesting the Rock Ban or the prices of the instruments in
the store window, Blake kept walking, scanning the landscape for any
sign of the police.
acoustic guitar. Blake stopped to listen as the kid leaned over the fretboard, singing in a plaintive tenor voice.

And cry for her in vain?

Closing his eyes, the boy launched into a soulful refrain:

How can we maintain…
In a world with so much pain?

know all the legend spots.”
“Legend spots?” Blake repeated, unsure what he meant.
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“Sure. I can show you where Nirvana recorded Bleach, and where
was little.”

As the kid stowed his guitar into its case, Blake noticed his hands
felt a pang of sadness. He hesitated, considering his options. He had
plenty of cash, and there was no telling when Gully, or Blue, or whoever he was supposed to meet would show at the rendezvous point.
Riding around in a taxi seemed safer than wandering the streets of a
city he barely knew.
“Sure,” he replied. “Why not?”
Hailing a decrepit-looking cab, the two of them climbed into the
back seat.
his word, he led them to the old Reciprocal Recording Studio, followed
Hendrix stayed during his early childhood, and other points of varying
interest.
Ninety minutes later, they found themselves back in Queen Anne.
lot of looking,” he said. “How about doing some listening instead?”

a side street, Champ rapped on the small center window of a black
metal door set into the side of what looked to be an old, abandoned
the edge of it, pulling it open to reveal a scrawny man in a Green River

Blake forked over one of his hundreds and collected the change—
-

